
List of botany-related references of interest for interior Alaska
botany, vegetation, plant geography, and landscape

hastily assembled with some annotation

Robert Liebermann, April 20 2014 (drafty & buggy)

This version intended to be helpful to ‘new to Alaskans’ in doing some b/g study and will give you an 
idea of what's involved in shaping the vegetation landscapes of interior AK.  Emphasis on relevant 
information to understand I&M vegetation project fieldwork areas: Koyukuk, Innoko, Arctic (SE part), 
Yukon Flats NWRs (and Kanuti and Tetlin which we visited in 2013); all (like Fairbanks) considered 
"Interior Alaska".

The common 'theme' in the interior is continental (coldest winter, warmest summer in AK), dry (but 
always wet ground: permafrost!), frequent fires, permafrost – permafrost I say – I'll mention it again!, 
and strong differences of vegetation based on slope, aspect, and elevation. Yukon is very similar, so 
many references below from there also.   
  
Some of this is available on the web here & there as pdf or whatever – sometimes linked here, search 
if not and find out. Paper always better though - see end of this document for a couple meta-search 
websites to find used copies of books, often cheap. 

Ongoing draft, so inconsistencies abound – the seeming lack of order, for one example.  Plenty of 
copy/paste involved, so citation style varies. 
The format is generally:
Author, date, and Book title then bibliographic info, 

followed in smaller type by classification references (ISBN, LOC or DDC library classifications, etc.), then my 
comments (oblique type) and book descriptions or reviews copied from elsewhere (italic).  
Sometimes an internet URL is given if I know of a place it's available. 

1. The main botany references for interior AK: 
(*asterisks are what we bring into field/camp for FWS I&M vegetation inventory work)

*Hultén, E. 1968. Flora of Alaska and Neighboring Territories. Stanford University Press, Stanford. 
1008 pages 

ISBN 0-295-95273-3, LOC Cat #72013150, LC Call #QK144.H452 1973, DDC 581.9/795. (The standard AK reference.
big; too heavy for field; expensive but there may be a copy or two used in the ~$50 range - worth it; good but small 
range maps); there are also pdf copies floating around. Beware of any newer printings; the quality is awful (I bought 
one for the project; $150 and it's worse than if I'd printed the scanned pdf!) 
(anything by Hultén is good and of great use in northern circumboreal studies)

*Cody, W.J. 1996. Flora of Yukon Territory. NRC Research Press, National Research Council of 
Canada, Ottawa. 643 pages 

(the standard interior AK and YT field flora. amazingly difficult to get now; only place is Mac's Fireweed Books in 
Whitehorse: http://www.macsbooks.ca) or maybe used; there are also pdf copies floating around. 

Viereck, L.A. and E.L. Little, Jr. 1972. Alaska Trees and Shrubs. USDA Forest Service, Agriculture 
Handbook No. 410. 265 pages. 

A 'revised' ed was published by UA Press ~2007, but I much prefer the earlier ed. Because quality better and includes 
more spp. - and can be got very cheaply on the web)



* Skinner Q, S. Wright, R. Henszey, J. Henszey, S. Wyman. (2012). A Field Guide to Alaska Grasses. 
Cumming, Georgia: Education Resources Publishing, 384p. 

Good, with many photos of each sp.; can be bought locally at the UA Museum but #@%! near impossible elsewhere. 

*Tande, G. and R. Lipkin (2003). Wetland Sedges of Alaska. Anchorage: Alaska Natural Heritage 
Program, XXp. 

http://aknhp.uaa.alaska.edu/wp-content/uploads/2011/10/2003-Tande-and-Lipkin-Sedges-all.pdf

Verna Pratt:
(1990). Field Guide to Alaskan Wildflowers: Commonly Seen Along Highways and Byways.,
(1991). Wildflowers Along the Alaska Highway,
(1993). Wildflowers of Denali National Park. 
all 3 self-published by Alaskakrafts, Anchorage, Alaska 
Excellent, with nice photos of each (selected) spp. Emphasis on alpine spp., esp. #3. All recommended. 

*Collet, D. Willows of Interior Alaska
ftp://rammftp.cira.colostate.edu/Dostalek/WillowsFinal.pdf

Collet, D. (2002). Willows of Southcentral Alaska. Kenai Watershed Forum, 109p.
Similar to the interior one, but for different region so some different spp. Available at: 
http://web.acsalaska.net/~kenaiwatershed.forum/willowguide.html

Argus, George W. (1973). The genus Salix in Alaska and the Yukon. National Museums of Canada 
Available with revised addendum (2001) as pdf here: http://aknhp.uaa.alaska.edu/wp-content/uploads/2011/09/ 

Argus, George W. (2004). A Guide to the identification of Salix (willows) in Alaska, the Yukon 
Territory and adjacent regions; July 2004 workshop on willow identification, Revised 25 July 2004. 
Merrickville, Ontario, Canada: self-published, 85p. 

Available at: http://aknhp.uaa.alaska.edu/wp-content/uploads/2011/02/GuideSalixAK-YT11May05.pdf 

Argus, George W. (2011). A Guide to Alaska Salix (willows); Workshop on willow identification 
Anchorage, Alaska, 9 April 2011. Merrickville, Ontario, Canada: self-published, 86p. 

Available at: http://aknhp.uaa.alaska.edu/wp-content/uploads/2011/02/GuideSalixAK_04May11.pdf 

see other Salix materials in root directory: http://aknhp.uaa.alaska.edu/wp-content/uploads/2011/02/
and:
http://aknhp.uaa.alaska.edu/botany/salix-salicaceae-identification-using-intkey/

Welsh, Stanley (1974). Anderson’s Flora of Alaska and Adjacent Parts of Canada. Brigham Young 
University Press, Provo, Utah. 

PDF here: http://aknhp.uaa.alaska.edu/wp-content/uploads/2011/09/Welsh-Flora-of-AK-reduced-size-file.pdf
A good reference; too big for the field but still smaller than Hultén. Some really like the grass keys in this one.  
“Anderson's” refers to a completely different flora written by J.P. Anderson in the 1950s, which is useful as a small-
sized flora, esp. in SE AK, but less so in the interior, esp. with Cody available. 

Porsild, A.E. and W.J. Cody (1980). Vascular Plants of Continental Northwest Territories, Canada. 
Ottawa: National Museum of Canada, 667 p. 

Excellent illustrations, maps, coverage (incl. AK at map edges also). Sometimes available cheap, sometimes 
expensive, but electro-here: https://archive.org/details/vascularplantsof00pors 

Burt, Page (2000) Barrenland beauties - showy plants of the Canadian Arctic. Yellowknife, NWT: 
Outcrop, The Northern Publishers, 233p. 

ISBN 0-919315-25-9, LC Call #QK474.B88 2000, DDC 581.9719. Covers many plants of the high boreal also thus of 
good info for interior Alaska. 

http://aknhp.uaa.alaska.edu/wp-content/uploads/2011/09/Welsh-Flora-of-AK-reduced-size-file.pdf


*Johnson, Derek; Kershaw, Linda; MacKinnon, Andy; Pojar, Jim; Goward, Trevor (Contributor); Vitt, 
Dale (Contributor) (1995). Plants of the western boreal forest and aspen parkland. Edmonton, 
Alberta: Lone Pine, 392p.

ISBN 1-55105-058-7, LC Call #QK203.W4P53 1995, DDC 581.9712. A little of everything, incl. Nonvascular. Over 620 
species of trees, shrubs, wildflowers, grasses, ferns, mosses and lichens are illustrated and described, covering the 
northern forest from Alaska to Minnesota (earlier printings said "Including Alberta, Saskatchewan and Manitoba").

Spetzman, Lloyd (1959). Vegetation of the Arctic Slope of Alaska. US Geological Survey 
(pdf: http://pubs.er.usgs.gov/publication/pp302B)

Wiggins, Ira L.; Thomas, John Hunter; Bruggemann, Paul F. (Editor) (1962). A flora of the Alaskan 
Arctic slope. University of Toronto Press 

No pictures but decent for N. Slope ecology study. 

*Viereck, Leslie A.; Little, Elbert L. (1975).  Atlas of United States trees, volume 2. Alaska trees and
common shrubs USDA Forest Service 

Available used cheaply or at: https://archive.org/details/atlasofunitedsta1293vier

*Wilson, B. L. et al. (2008). Field guide to the sedges of the Pacific Northwest. Corvalis: Oregon 
State University Press, 431p. 

Though intended for OR and WA, useful to some degree in interior AK; good photos & illustrations. A revised edition is
apparently available soon. 

Hermann, Frederick J. (1970). Manual of the Carices of the Rocky Mountains and Colorado 
Basin. Washington: USDA Forest Service,  Agriculture handbook (United States. Dept. of Agriculture), 
no. 374, 374p. 

Though intended for “the south”, useful to some degree in interior AK; good descriptions illustrations though taxonomy 
may need cross-referencing.  

Cody, William J. & Donald A. Britton (1989). Ferns and fern allies of Canada.  Ottawa: Research 
Branch, Agriculture Canada, 430p. 

Available at: http://publications.gc.ca/collections/collection_2013/aac-aafc/agrhist/A53-1829-1989-eng.pdf and/or 
https://archive.org/details/fernsfernallieso00cody 

1b. Nonvascular references for interior AK:
(we have to look a little further, since there’s less literature)

*Vitt, Dale H.; Marsh, Janet E.; Bovey, Robin B. (1988). Mosses, lichens & ferns of northwest North 
America: a photographic field guide. Edmonton, AB: Lone Pine Publishing; Seattle, WA: University 
of Washington Press. 296 p.

*McCune, B. and L. Geiser (2009). Macrolichens of the Pacific Northwest, 2nd Edition. Oregon 
State University Press. 504 pages.

*Seppelt, R.D. and G.A. Laursen (2009). Common Interior Alaska Cryptogams. Fairbanks, Alaska: 
University of Alaska Press, xxp. 

Useful, and photos, but selected spp. only and has some errors. Primarily fungi. Vitt et al. better for mosses, lichens. 

Flora of North America editorial committee (2007). Flora of North America North of Mexico Volume 
27: Bryophytes: Mosses, Part 1. Oxford University Press USA, 734p. 

ISBN 9780195318234, DDC 580 Flora of North America Volume 27 is the first volume of three on the bryophytes 



(mosses, hornworts, and liverworts). Thirty-five authors treat the first half of the mosses, including 32 of the 
acrocarpous families, with introductory chapters on bryophyte morphology, the history of North America floristic 
bryology, and economic uses. The 84 species of sphagnum, of considerable economic importance, are fully treated. 
The number of taxa total 37 genera and 621 species. The taxa are fully described and keyed, illustrated with an 
estimated 136 panels of detailed line drawings of two or more species each, and geographic distributions are 
provided at the province and state level. This is the first installment of a full compilation of the mosses for North 
America since A. J. Grout's Moss Flora of North America of 60 years ago, and is sure to be an invaluable reference. 
The volume includes identification keys, descriptions, line drawings, and ecological characteristics for each of the 
species; distribution maps for the native and established species; and a list of the synonyms currently in use for the 
accepted names.

Steere, William Campbell (1978). The mosses of Arctic Alaska (Bryophytorum Bibliotheca, 14). 
Vaduz, Liechtenstein: J. Cramer, 508p.  

ISBN 3768211819, LOC Cat # 80479262, LC Call # QK541.5.A4 S73, DDC 588/.209798/7 23 figs.48 maps.X,508 
p.gr8vo.Bound. (ISBN 3-7682-1181-9)
Contents(partim): Preface/ Introduction/ Definition of Arctic Alaska/ The Arctic Environment/ Phytogeographic Districts 
and Physiographic Provinces (Hulten`s Phytogeographic Districts/ Physiographic Provinces: The Arctic Coastal Plain 
Province/ The Arctic Foothills Province/ The Brooks Range Province/ Southern Slope of the Brooks Range)/ Floristic 
and Phytogeographic Considerations (The Floristic Elements: The Boreal, Subarctic and Arctic-Alpine Element/ The 
Circumpolar Arctic Element/ The Temperate Disjunct Element/ Disjunct Bryophytes on Calcareous Silts/ Disjunct 
Asiatic Bryophytes in Arctic Alaska/ The Cosmopolitan Element/ Summary of Elements of Arctic Mosses/ Number of 
Species of Mosses Reported for Arctic Alaska)/ Commonness and Abundance of Arctic Alaskan Mosses/ Gazetteer of
Collecting Localities for Mosses in Arctic Alaska/ An Annotated Catalogue of the Mosses of Arctic Alaska (p.59-468)/ 
Literature Cited (31 pages)/ Index of Moss Names/ Index of Illustrations.

Elva Lawton (1971). Moss Flora of the Pacific Northwest Hattori Botanical Labratory, Tokyo 
(big, good, hard to get/expensive; may be available from HBL: http://hattori-bot-lab.com/publication.htm but check 
used in US via bookfinder or addall also)

Dahl, Eilif; Krog, Hildur (1973). Macrolichens of Denmark, Finland, Norway, and Sweden.
Oslo, Norway: Universitetsforlaget, 185p. 

ISBN 8200022625, LOC Cat #73163246, LC Call #QK590.S3, DDC 589.1/0948 Description: 185 p. 23 cm. Language:
English Series: Scandinavian university books; Standard No: ISBN: 8200022625 LCCN: 73-163246 SUBJECT(S) 
Descriptor: Lichens -- Scandinavia -- Identification. Lichens -- Scandinavie -- Identification. Lichens -- Finlande -- 
Identification. Korstmossen.

Jahns, Hans Martin (1983). Collins guide to the ferns, mosses, & lichens of Britain and Central 
Europe. London, England: Collins (UK), 272p. 

ISBN 0002192543, LOC Cat #84104240, LC Call #QK512.7 .J3413 1983, DDC 586.094 19 Rev. translation of: Farne, 
Moose, Flechten Mittel-, Nord- und Westeuropas. 272 pages, including keys, glossary, indices etc. Hardcover in 
pictorial laminated boards; 8vo, page size: 19 x 12cm approx. Over 750 species described, with 655 colour photos, 
plus black & white photos & diagrams. This photoguide to ferns, mosses and lichens covers over 750 species, 
concentrating particularly on those most likely to be encountered and identifiable without the use of a microscope. 
Chapters describe the structure, reproductive methods and ecology of each of the plant groups. Useful throughout 
their northern circumboreal and temperate regions as one of few photographic guides to cryptogams. Recommended. 

Guild, Ben; Vanhoesen, Jack (Illustrations) (1977). The Alaska mushroom hunter's guide. Alaska 
Northwest Pub. Co. 

Seppelt, Rodney D. ; Laursen, Gary A. ; Lichvar, Robert W. (2008). A Guide to Alaskan black spruce 
wetland bryophytes; ERDC/CRREL Technical Note TN-08-2. Hanover, NH: US Army Corps of 
Engineers, Cold Regions Research and Engineering Laboratory, 29p. 

Small but useful for a few common spp. Available as pdf here: http://oai.dtic.mil/oai/oai?
verb=getRecord&metadataPrefix=html&identifier=ADA485783 

Arnell, Sigfrid & Botanical Society of Lund (1956). Illustrated moss flora of Fennoscandia II: Musci, 
fasc. I-VI (all). Lund, Sweden: CWK Gleerup, 799p. 



LC Call # QK544.F4I29. A more recent version has been published as Illustrated Flora of Nordic Mosses (1987-1998; 
http://www.oikosoffice.org/webshop/bookshop), but I have this one. In English, many illustrations. 

Ireland, Robert R.; Hanes, Anne (Illustrations); Ley, Linda (Illustrations); Bellolio-Trucco, Gilda 
(Illustrations) (1982). Moss flora of the Maritime provinces. Publications in botany no. 13. Ottawa, 
Ontario: National Museums of Canada, 738p. 

ISBN 0662112679, LOC Cat #83149704, LC Call #QK541.7.M36, DDC 588/.2/09715 This manual treats the moss flora
of the Maritime Provinces of Canada, namely New Brunswick, Nova Scotia, and Prince Edward Island. The three 
provinces lie in eastern North America, between approximately 43-48°N, 60-69°W, and are situated predominately in 
the Acadian Forest Region. The manual recognizes 381 species, 19 varieties and one form in 135 genera and 43 
families.
The treatise includes introductory information on structure and life cycle of a moss, collecting and herbarium 
techniques, collectors of Maritime mosses, identification and methods of study, reference books, and nomenclature 
and classification. Keys are provided for the genera and species. Each genus is fully described, while the species are 
briefly described, followed by information on habitat, Maritime distribution, range, chromosome number, and relevant 
remarks. A full plate of black-and-white illustrations is provided for most of the species. A fully illustrated glossary is 
presented at the back of the book. Very big, very good, and very expensive used. I think I saw a PDF somewhere. 

Allen, Bruce Hampton (2005). Maine Mosses: Sphagnaceae-Timmiaceae. Memoirs of the New York
Botanical Garden, volume 93 . NYC: New York Botanical Garden Press, 419p.

ISBN: 0893274712 The mosses of Maine, families Sphagnaceae through Timmiaceae, are keyed, illustrated, and 
described in detail. Within this volume, 23 famiiles, 72 genera, and 231 species are treated. In this volume, 23 
families, 72 genera, and 231 species are treated. First of projected two-volume set.    

Krog, Hildur (1968). The macrolichens of Alaska Oslo: Norsk Polarinstitutt, Skrifter; nr 144, 180p. 
LC Call # Q115 DDC 589/.1/09798 http://brage.bibsys.no/xmlui/bitstream/handle/11250/173877/Skrifter144.pdf 
(maybe)

McQueen, Cyrus B. (1990). Field guide to the peat mosses of boreal North America. University 
Press of New England. 

ISBN 0-87451-522-x, LC Call #QK539.S75M38 1990, DDC 588'.097--dc20. Out of print and usually expensive used. A
practical guide to field identification of common North American peat mosses. For amateurs and professionals alike, 
the book contains excellent color photos of 30 major species and field keys to nearly all species in the Northern 
Hemisphere.  1/2 x 9 trim. 32 illus. (30 color). 30 figs. Table. Map. Flexbinding.

Thomson, John Walter (1979). Lichens of the Alaskan arctic slope. Toronto, Ontario: University of 
Toronto Press, 314p. 

ISBN 0802054285, LOC Cat #78031899, LC Call #QK587.5.A4 T47, DDC 589/.1/097987

Goward, Trevor (Illustrations); McCune, Bruce; Meidinger, Del (1994). The lichens of British 
Columbia; illustrated keys: Part 1 - Foliose and Squamulose species.
British Columbia: Ministry of Forests BC, 181p. 

ISBN 0-7726-2194-2, LOC Cat #95111841 $z 00344744, LC Call #QK587.7.B7G68, DDC 589.1/09711 20. PDF 
available here: http://www.for.gov.bc.ca/hfd/pubs/docs/srs/srs08.htm 

Goward, Trevor (1999). The lichens of British Columbia; illustrated keys: Part 2 - Fruticose 
Species. British Columbia: Ministry of Forests BC, 319p. 

ISBN 0-7726-2194-2, PDF available: http://www.for.gov.bc.ca/hfd/pubs/docs/srs/srs09.htm

Thomson, John Walter; Brehmer, Bethia (1997). American Arctic lichens, Vol 1 - The Macrolichens. 
Columbia University Press, 504p. 

Thomson, John Walter; Brehmer, Bethia (Illustrations); Taylor, Lucy C. (Illustrations) (1996). American 
Arctic lichens Volume II - The Microlichens. University of Wisconsin Press, 701p. 



Wurtz, Tricia L.; Wiita, Amy L.; Weber, Nancy S.; Pilz, David (2005). Harvesting morels after wildfires
in Alaska USFS Pacific Northwest Research Station

www.fs.fed.us/pnw/pubs/pnw_rn546.pdf

Morels: a morsel after the fire
https://scholarworks.alaska.edu/handle/11122/2726

2A. Misc. AK, boreal, northern ecology etc.:

*Viereck, Leslie A.; Dyrness, C. T.; Batten, A. R.; & Wenzlick, K. J. (1992). The Alaska vegetation 
classification. Portland, OR: USFS Pacific Northwest Research Station General Technical Report 
PNW-GTR-286, 278p. 

Standard reference for vegetation communities; good description of spp. and decent color photos; based on described
communities in literature so strongest in interior AK (because of so much University of Alaska (UAF) work here. Also 
good literature list of vegetation studies. No longer available free from the USFS, but used copies available (at often 
high prices). PDF version: http://www.treesearch.fs.fed.us/pubs/6941 

Thorson, Robert M. (ed.). (1987). Interior Alaska - A Journey Through Time. Alaska Northwest 
Books, 256pp. 

ISBN 0882403184 Excellent integrated overview of various aspects of prehistory, climate, geology, vegetation, 
landscape, etc., with some good illustrations. 

Chapin, F. S. (ed.) (2006). Alaska's changing boreal forest.  New York, NY: Oxford university press, 
354p. 

ISBN 0195154312, LOC Cat #2004030988, LC Call #QH105.A4 A743 2006, DDC 577.3/7/09798. In the first section, 
the reader can absorb the geographic and historical context for understanding the boreal forest. The book then 
delves into the dynamics of plant and animal communities inhabiting this forest, and the biogeochemical processes 
that link these organisms. In the last section the authors explore landscape phenomena that operate at larger 
temporal and spatial scales and integrates the processes described in earlier sections.  Much of the research on 
which this book is based results from the Bonanza Creek Long-Term Ecological Research Program. Here is a 
synthesis of the substantial literature on Alaska's boreal forest that should be accessible to professional ecologists, 
students, and the interested public. 368 pages; 94 halftones, maps & line illus.; 6-1/8 x 9-1/4;
Table of Contents
PART I: Alaska's Past and Present Environment
1. The Conceptual Basis of LTER Studies in the Alaskan Boreal Forest
2. Regional Overview of Interior Alaska
3. State Factor Control of Soil Formation in Interior Alaska
4. Climate and Permafrost Dynamics of the Alaskan Boreal Forest
5. Holocene Development of the Alaskan Boreal Forest
PART II: Forest Dynamics
6. Floristic Diversity and Distribution in the Alaskan Boreal Forest
7. Successional Processes in the Alaskan Boreal Forest
8. Mammalian Herbivore Population Dynamics in the Alaskan Boreal Forest
9. Dynamics of Phytophagous Insects and Their Pathogens in Alaskan Boreal Forests
10. Running Waters of the Alaskan Boreal Forest
PART III: Ecosystem Dynamics
11. Controls over Forest Production in Interior Alaska
12. The Role of Fine Roots in the Functioning of Alaskan Boreal Forests
13. Mammalian Herbivory, Ecosystem Engineering and Ecological Cascades in Alaskan Boreal Forests
14. Microbial Processes in the Alaskan Boreal Forest
15. Patterns of Biogeochemistry in Alaskan Boreal Forests
PART IV: Changing Regional Processes
16. Watershed Hydrology and Chemistry in the Alaskan Boreal Forest: The Central Role of Permafrost
17. Fire Trends in the Alaskan Boreal Forest
18. Timber Harvest in Interior Alaska
19. Climate Feedbacks in the Alaskan Boreal Forest



20. Communication of Alaskan Boreal Science with Broader Communities
21. Summary and Synthesis: Past and Future Changes in the Alaskan Boreal Forest

Chung, In-Cho (1984). The Arctic And the Rockies as Seen by a Botanist: Pictorial. Williamsport, 
PA: Published by the author, 343 pp., 25.5 x 18 cm, 574 half- or full-page color plates

This and the below embarrassingly went undetected my me until very recently (discovered in library browsing!). As the
reviews below indicate, the value of these lies in their photographs with explanations of plants in their habitats. The 
“regions” in the titles aren't strictly  adhered- e.g., the Rocky Mountains volume has photos from Quebec, subarctic 
Alaska, etc. and the Eastern North America volumes have Alaska and the Rockies. He also did a volume on Florida. 
Highly recommended, if you can find them. 
Here is the productivity of a very fine botanist with a profound knowledge from first-hand experience of the American
Arctic and the Rocky Mountains, an artist's sense of photographic composition, a skilled teacher's talent for 
exposition of the Arctic-Alpine landscape, climate, life-forms, and its flora, a deep love of his subject and a self-
sacrificing attitude toward offering his knowledge and his craft to the public. ... The photographs cover land forms 
including tundra types from the air, pingos and limestone deserts, mountain scenery, vegetation types, vascular 
plants, macrofungi, and macrolichens. Every picture is identifiable; close-ups are given to accompany views of 
whole stands. ... These captions contain several features that are generally not found in picture books: the 
scrupulously correct identifications, useful information correlating the vegetation scene with the species closeup, the
place and date of the photo, and the cross-indexing of other plates having a bearing on the discussion. (William A. 
Weber, Arctic and Alpine Research, Vol. 17, No. 2 (May, 1985)

Chung, In-Cho (1989). Eastern North America as seen by a botanist: Pictorial; 2 volume set: I. The 
Arctic region pp. 1-11 2 & II. The Wooded Regions pp. 213-419. Daytona Beach, Florida: Published 
by the author. 

(See my comments above on the Rockies volume.)
These two volumes, like the author's earlier book The Arctic and the Rockies as seen by a Botanist: Pictorial ( 1985), 
contain a collection of absolutely beautiful photographs of plants and habitats that few of us will ever have the 
opportunity to see to any extent tn the wild. ln-Cho Chung has traveled widely across North America and to its 
northernmost parts, and with his camera has brought back these wonderful records. He 1s to be congratulated most
heartily. Volume I of th•c, patr, entitled The Arctic Region depicts c,omc 2H6 hab1tatc, and close-ups of plants in 
bright colour. those illustrations arc accompanied by <,hart paragraph.., 1ndtcatmg the location where the p1cture 
was taken, <.,orne brief descriptive notes, the habitat, and range Volume II, The Wooded Regions takes the reader 
from the subarctic Canadian Shield via 852 photographs through the Canadian and United States Appalachians to 
the Coastal Plain. This is followed by a section entitled "Common Mushrooms of the Temperate Regions". Both 
volumes include "Selected References" and an Index. Volume I has a short introduction plus acknowledgments and
a short Appendix concerning plants common to the northernmost parts of Ellesmere Island and Greenland north of 
the Rlst para lie I. (William J. Cody. The Canadian Field-Naturalist, vol. 105, p. 144, 1991)

Larsen, James A. (1989). The northern forest border in Canada and Alaska - biotic communities 
and ecological relationships, Ecological studies #70.

ISBN 0387967532, LOC Cat # 88-24973, LC Call # QH106.L283 1989, DDC 574.5/2642/0971 19. Examines the 
structure and composition of the plant communities of the northern treeline region in Canada and Alaska. The author 
describes the environmental factors responsible for the geographical position of the forest border and for local 
variations in the complex ecological relationships involved. The data presented, gathered during his longterm field 
studies, amount to a comprehensive survey of the area, with sampling sites extending from the Yukon to Hudson Bay.

Larsen, James A. (1980). Ecology of the northern lowland bogs and coniferous forests. New 
York, NY: Academic Press, 307p. 

ISBN 0-12-436860-3, LOC Cat #82011368, LC Call #QH104.L34 1982, DDC 581.5/26325 19

Larsen, James A. (1980). The boreal ecosystem. London/NY: Academic Press, 500p. ISBN 
0124368808 LOC Cat #79008533 LC Call #QH106.L28 DDC 574.5'2642'091813 

This is sort of like a larger version of Pruitt's (1978) volume. For some reason this book never got enough respect in 
“the literature”, but I've always liked it. Often available shockingly cheap as libraries discard their reference books (I 
paid $90 used for my first copy; bought another not long ago for less then 10). 
Literature summary of current knowledge on the boreal forest of North America utilizing the technique of ecosystem 
analysis. Chapters include discussions on the history of boreal vegetation, soils and climate of boreal regions, plant 
communities, and the utilization and management of the boreal ecosystem. Contents (main headings): A Note on 



Nomenclature/ Introduction: Boreal Ecology and Ecosystems Analysis/ History of Boreal Vegetation/ Climate of the 
Boreal Forest/ The Boreal Soils Subsystem/ Boreal Communities and Ecosystems: The Broad View/ Relationships of 
Canadian Boreal Plant Communities/ Boreal Communities and Ecosystems: Local Variation/ Nutrient Cycling and 
Productivity/ The Trophic Pyramid: Animal Populations/ Boreal Ecology and the Forest Economy/ Epilogue/ 
Appendices (Analysis of Boreal Soils, Broad Geographical Species Relationships, Community Composition, 
Frequency of Occurrence of Lichens, Species frequently in Black Spruce Communities, Species in Boreal Forest 
Literature, Special Definitions)/ Subject Index, Species Index. 36 figs. Many tabs. XVI+500 p. gr8vo. Cloth.

Wieder, R.K. (Editor); Vitt, Dale (Editor) (2006). Boreal Peatland Ecosystems. Springer, 456p. 
ISBN 9783540319122, LC Call #QH541.5.T3, DDC 577.37 22. 
This is the first truly ecosystem-oriented book on peatlands. It adopts an ecosystems approach to understanding the 
world's boreal peatlands. The focus is on biogeochemical patterns and processes, production, decomposition, and 
peat accumulation, and it provides additional information on animal and fungal diversity. A recurring theme is the 
legacy of boreal peatlands as impressive accumulators of carbon as peat over millennia.
This volume adopts an ecosystems approach to understanding the world's boreal peatlands. It focuses on 
biogeochemical patterns and processes, production, decomposition, and peat accumulation, and provides 
additional information on animal and fungal diversity.
A recurring theme is the legacy of boreal peatlands as impressive accumulators of carbon as peat over millennia. 
This carbon legacy is under threat from a wide diversity of disturbances, including wildfire, ongoing climate change, 
the changing chemistry of atmospheric deposition, and continuing resource exploitation. The volume is of interest to 
peatland researchers and resource managers, as well as to graduate students in ecosystem science. XX, 436 p. 74 
illus., 6 in color.
Content Level » Research Keywords » biogeochemistry - boreal - ecosystem - peatland
Contents
1 Peatlands and the Boreal Forest
2 Functional Characteristics and Indicators
of Boreal Peatlands
3 The Postglacial Development of Boreal
and Subarctic Peatlands
4 The Role of Sphagnum in Peatland Development
and Persistence
5 Peatland Fauna67
Andr? Desrochers
6 The Role of Fungi in Boreal Peatlands
7 Decomposition in Boreal Peatlands
8 Primary Production in Boreal Peatlands. 
9 Carbon in Boreal Peatlands  
10 The Nitrogen Cycle in Boreal Peatlands
11 Phosphorus in Boreal Peatlands
12 Sulfur Cycling in Boreal Peatlands:
From Acid Rain to Global Climate Change
13 The Hydrology of Boreal Peatlands
14 Modeling Ecosystem Processes and Peat Accumulation
in Boreal Peatlands
15 Forestry and Boreal Peatlands
16 Disturbance in Boreal Peatlands
17 Restoration of Degraded Boreal Peatlands
18 Boreal Peatland Ecosystems: Our Carbon Heritage 

Pruitt, William Obadiah Jr. (1978). Boreal Ecology: Studies in Biology No. 91. Edward Arnold, London,
73p.

An excellent yet very small overview of the topic, focusing on environmental conditions, adaptations, and interactions. 
Hard to believe he fits so much so well into 73 little pages. Recommended. See also Larsen (1980). 

Van Cleve, K (Editor); Chapin, F. S. (Editor); Flanagan, P. W. (Editor); Viereck, Leslie A. (Editor); 
Dyrness, C. T. (Editor) (1986). Forest ecosystems in the Alaskan taiga. Springer-Verlag 

Leslie A. Viereck (1979). Characteristics of Treeline Plant Communities in Alaska. Holarctic 
Ecology 2(4): 228-238



Including data from Eagle Summit; see entry for studies at Eagle Summit (Holarctic Ecology 5[2]), below. 

Van Cleve, K (Editor); Chapin, F. S. (Francis Stuart) (Editor); Flanagan, P. W. (Editor); Viereck, Leslie A.
(Editor); Dyrness, C. T. (Editor) (1986). Forest ecosystems in the Alaskan taiga: a synthesis of 
structure and function. New York, NY: Springer-Verlag, 230p. 

ISBN 0-387-96251-4 LOC Cat #85-27767 LC Call #QH541.5.T3F67 1986 DDC 574.5'2642 
An overview of synthesis of research on the structure and function of taiga forest ecosystems of interior Alaska. 
Divided into three sections: nature of taiga environment; environmental controls over organism activity; environmental
controls over ecosystem processes.6 1/2 x 10, 230 pgs, b&w photos, charts, graphs. 

Glaser, Paul H. (1987). The ecology of patterned boreal peatlands of northern Minnesota: a 
community profile. Washington, DC: US Fish and Wildlife Service. US FWS Biological Report 85(7.14),
June 1987, 69p. 

DC LOC Cat #87-600226, LC Call #QH105.M55G58 1987, DDC 574.5'26325'09776

Gale Group (Corporate author) (2000). Prairies and Boreal Forests: Encyclopedia of the Biosphere 
Vol. 8

ISBN 0787645141. Good overview of boreal areas of N. hemisphere, with figures. 

Ritchie, J. C. (1984). Past and present vegetation of the far northwest of Canada. Toronto, Ontario-
Buffalo, NY: University of Toronto Press, 251p. 

ISBN 0-8020-2523-4, LOC Cat #84213814 LC Call #QE931.R57 1984, DDC 561/.19719/3 19 Quaternary history of 
vegetation in the northern Yukon and adjacent Mackenzie Delta region by well-known specialist on the history of 
northern Canadian vegetation.

Charles J Krebs (ed.) (2001). Ecosystem dynamics of the boreal forest: the Kluane project. New 
York, NY: Oxford university press. 

ISBN 0195133935, LOC Cat #00027425, LC Call #QH106.2.Y84 E36 2001, DDC 577.3/09719/1 21 
The Kluane Boreal Forest Ecosystem Project was a 10-year study by nine of Canada's leading ecologists to unravel 
the impact of the snowshoe hare cycle on the plants and the other vertebrate species in the boreal forest. In much of
the boreal forest, the snowshoe hare acts as a keystone herbivore, fluctuating in 9-10 year cycles, and dragging 
along secondary cycles in predators such as lynx and great-horned owls. By manipulating the ecosystem on a large
scale from the bottom via fertilizer additions and from the top by predator exclosures, they have traced the plant-
herbivore relationships and the predator-prey relationships in this ecosystem to try to answer the question of what 
drives small mammal population cycles. This study is unique in being large scale and experimental on a relatively 
simple ecosystem, with the overall goal of defining what determines community structure in the boreal forest. This 
collection of monographs summarizes these findings, weaving new discoveries of the role of herbivores-turned-
predators, compensatory plant growth, and predators-eating-predators with an ecological story rich in details and 
clear in its findings of a community where predation plays a key role in determining the fate of individuals and 
populations. The study of the Kluane boreal forest raises key questions about the scale of conservation required for 
boreal forest communities and the many mammals and birds that live there.

Holarctic Ecology, Vol. 5, No. 2, Apr., 1982 Special issue: The Availability and Utilization of 
Resources in Tundra Ecosystems; studies at Eagle Summit.,

~75mi NE of Fairbanks on the Steese Highway - good botany spot; we might practice there pre-field. 
The following articles esp. interesting:
1. Environmental and Vegetational Variation across a Snow Accumulation Area in Montane Tundra in Central 
Alaska (pp. 85-98)  Philip C. Miller
2. Bryophyte Vegetation and Ecology along a Topographic Gradient in Montane Tundra in Alaska (pp. 99-108)  
Peter Alpert and Walter C. Oechel
3. Phenological Observations of Major Plant Growth Forms and Species in Montane and Eriophorum 
vaginatum Tussock Tundra in Central Alaska (pp. 109-116)  Carole Murray and Philip C. Miller
4. Mycorrhizae, Mycorrhizal Fungi and Fungal Biomass in Subalpine Tundra at Eagle Summit, Alaska (pp. 125-
134)  Orson K. Miller, Jr.

Crum, Howard Alvin; Planisek, Sandra (Collaborator) (1988). A Focus on Peatlands and Peat 
Mosses. Ann Arbor, Michigan: University of Michigan Press, 306p.



ISBN 0472093789, LOC Cat #88004768 LC Call #QK938.P42 C78 1988, DDC 574.5/26325 
While more emphasis is on the northern Michigan-Minnesota area, still has much of use for Alaska studies. Highly 
recommended. 
A Focus on Peatlands and Peat Mosses surveys the fens and bogs of the Upper Midwest, examining how plant life 
is directly affected by coldness, waterlogged peat accumulations, and habitats that become progressively more 
acidic and mineral poor. Other topics explored include classification of peatlands, nutrient cycling, and the detailed 
taxonomy of peat mosses. 

Rydin, Hakan; Jeglum, John K. (2006). The biology of peatlands. Oxford, England-New York, NY: 
Oxford university press, 352p. 

ISBN 0198528728, LOC Cat #2006006151, LC Call #QK938.P42R93 2006, DDC 577.68/7 22 
The Biology of Peatlands provides a comprehensive overview of peatland ecosystems. Coverage is international 
although there is a focus on boreal and north temperate peatlands. As well as thoroughly referencing the latest 
research, the authors expose a rich older literature where an immense repository of natural history has accumulated. 
The book begins with an overview of the main peatland types (marsh, swamp, fen and bog), which provides the 
basis for a deeper understanding of the subject. Chapters then follow on the diversity of the entire range of biota 
present (microbes, invertebrates, plants, and vertebrates), together with their specific adaptations to peatland 
habitats. Detailed coverage is devoted to the moss genus Sphagnum, one of the most important functional plant 
groups in northern peatlands. Throughout the book, the interactions between organisms and environmental 
conditions (especially wetness, availability of oxygen, and pH) are stressed. In the study of peatland biology, it is 
essential to learn about peat itself and how its accumulation reflects the history and development of peatland over 
centuries and millennia. The book therefore contains chapters on the physical and chemical characteristics of peat, 
the role of peat as an archive of past vegetation and climate, and peatland succession and development. Several 
other key factors and processes are then examined including hydrology, nutrient cycling, light, and temperature. The 
authors describe the intriguing patterns and landforms characteristic of peatlands in different parts of the world, 
together with theories on how they have developed. The role of peatlands as sources or sinks for atmospheric 
carbon dioxide and methane, and their influence on climatic change, is also outlined. A final chapter considers 
peatland management, conservation and restoration issues. Readership: An accessible text suitable for graduate 
students and researchers of peatland ecology as well as the professional ecologists and conservation biologists 
requiring a concise overview of the topic.
Contents:
1. Peatland habitats
2. Diversity of life in peatlands
3. Adaptations to the peatland habitat
4. Sphagnum - the builder of boreal peatlands
5. Peat and organic soil
6. The peat archives
7. Peatland succession and development
8. Hydrology of peatlands
9. Nutrients, light, and temperature
10. Peatland patterns and landforms
11. Peatlands around the world
12. Productivity and carbon balance
13. Uses, functions, and management of peatlands
Glossary

Ives, Jack D. (Editor); Barry, Roger G. (Editor) (1974). Arctic and alpine environments. London, 
England: Methuen & Co. Ltd., 999p.

ISBN 0-416-65980-2, LOC Cat #75301946 LC Call #QH84.1.I9, DDC 574.5/0911/3. 
Not to be confused with the 1968 collection of the same name; this is an entirely different collection and is much 
larger and more comprehensive. Lots of good background here on the evolution and conditions of A&A regions; 
recommended. 

Osburn, W. H. (Editor); Wright, H. E. (Editor) (1968). Arctic and alpine environments. Bloomington, 
Indiana: Indiana University Press, 308p. 

LOC Cat # 68014609, LC Call # QE696.I55 vol. 10, DDC 551/.0911. 
6.25 x 9.5 inches, illustrations, charts, diagrams, index. The proceedings of the VII congress of the association, 
sponsored by the U.S. National Academy of Sciences--National Research Council, and held in Boulder and Denver, 
Colo., Aug. 14-Sept. 19, 1965. Three sections: (1) Climatology and Glaciology, 2 papers; (2) Ecology, 9 papers; and (3)
Geology, 10 papers. In addition to U.S. and Canada papers, at least one paper is included on each of the following: 



Japan, USSR, France, New Zealand, Pyrenees, Pamir, Asia. [glacial geology; glaciation; physical geography; plant 
ecology; ecosystems; flora; fauna; mountain geography; permafrost]

Wright, H. E. (Editor); Coffin, Barbara (Editor); Aaseng, Norman E. (Editor) (1992). The patterened 
peatlands of Minnesota. Minneapolis, Minnesota: University of Minnesota Press

ISBN 0 8166 1917 4, LOC Cat #91036463, LC Call #QH105.M55P36 1992, DDC 574.5'26325--dc20. 
The gradual accumulation of knowledge about Minnesota's patterned peatlands over the past century is a 
fascinating story in the history of the science of ecology. Minnesota has more peat than any other state except 
Alaska, and these peatlands exhibit one of the most remarkable displays of the complex adjustment of living 
organisms to their environment. The parallel growth of an appreciation of the complexity of peatland ecosystems and
of the importance of preserving at least the best of each peatland type is an equally fascinating chapter in the 
expansion of environmental awareness in the United States. Proposals to mine the peat for energy, combined with 
timber and mineral interest, stimulated an ambitious program of scientific study as well as debate over the 
peatlands' future. Research conducted during the past decade has unraveled many secrets of this intricate 
ecosystem - a unique ecosystem because it has been so little altered by human action since its development 
thousands of years ago. The Patterned Peatlands of Minnesota is a significant contribution to the current 
understanding of the ecology, hydrology, and socioeconomic history of Minnesota peatlands, and provides important 
perspectives for both development and preservation of peatlands wherever they may occur. 

Trettin, Carl C. (1997). Northern forested wetlands - ecology and management. Boca Raton, FL 
CRC, 486p.

ISBN 1566701775, LOC Cat #96026666, LC Call #SD410.9 .N67 1997, DDC 574.5/26325 
Forested wetlands are a major component of northern landscapes, important both for their ecological functions and 
their socioeconomic values. Historically, these lands have been used for timber and fiber products, hunting, fishing, 
trapping, food gathering, and recreation. There are many questions about the use and management of these lands in
the future, particularly with respect to forest products, hydrology and water quality, plant and wildlife ecology, 
landscape dynamics, and wetland restoration. Northern Forested Wetlands: Ecology and Management provides a 
synthesis of current research and literature. It examines the status, distribution, and use of these wetland resources. 
The book focuses on understanding the role of wetlands in the landscape and on how to manage these wetlands 
and sustain their important functions. This is a primary reference text for the study and management of northern 
forested wetlands, providing a forum for information discovered by researchers and managers from many nations.

Radforth, N. W. (Editor); Brawner, C. O. (Editor) (1977). Muskeg and the northern environment in 
Canada. University of Toronto Press, 399p. 

ISBN 0-8020-2244-8 LOC Cat # 76054734 LC Call # GB628.15.v86 1973 DDC 557.1 
Keywords Muskeg; Peatlands; Land use; Vegetation; Northlands; Geography; Permafrost; Classification; Hydrology; 
Agriculture; Planning; Conservation; Canada; Conference proceedings. 

Hugh M. French and Olav Slaymaker (eds) (1993). Canada's cold environments. Montreal QC & 
Kingston ON: McGill-Queen's University Press, 340p.

ISBN 0773509259, LOC Cat #94162612, LC Call #GB648.15 .C34 1993, DDC 551. 
A review of the primary geographic characteristics of Canada's northern and alpine environments.
Canadian Association of Geographers Series in Canadian Geography #1 7 x 9” 160 illustrations of Canada's cold 
environments, their temporal and spatial variability, and the constraints that coldness places on human activity. 
Canada's Cold Environments is aimed at environmental scientists at all levels who need informed overviews of the 
substantive findings on a range of cold-related topics.
Low temperatures, wind-chill, snow, sea ice, and permafrost have been primary characteristics of Canada's northern 
and alpine environments during the past two million years. The evolution of Canada's cultural landscapes, the 
processes of settlement of rural areas, and the present interaction of Canadian industrial society with its biophysical 
environment are all deeply influenced, directly or indirectly, by the frigidity of the greater part of the country. The 
phenomenon of global warming, if it occurs, will lessen this coldness, but its impact on temperature extremes, sea 
ice regimes, vegetation, snow distribution, permafrost, glaciers, lakes, rivers, and mountain hazards are all the subject
of intensive research - the highlights of which are reviewed in Canada's Cold Environments.
Eleven of Canada's leading geographers, geologists, and ecologists provide an authoritative yet readable scientific 
statement about the physical nature of Canada's coldness. They focus on the distinctive attributes of Canada's cold 
environments, their temporal and spatial variability, and the constraints that coldness places on human activity. The 
book is aimed at environmental scientists at all levels who need informed overviews of the substantive findings on a 
range of cold-related topics.



Hopkins, David M. (Editor); Matthews, John V. Jr (Editor); Schweger, Charles E. (Editor); Young, Steven
B. (Editor) (1982). Paleoecolgy of Beringia. New York, NY: Academic Press, 489p. 

ISBN 0-12-355860-3, LOC Cat #82-22621 LC Call #QE720.W46 1982, DDC 560/.45/0916451 19

Farquhar, Ned (Editor); Schubert, John (Editor); Armstrong, Bradford (Contributor) (1980). Ray 
Mountains, Central Alaska: environmental analysis and resources statement. Middlebury, 
Vermont: Northern Studies Program, Middlebury College, Middlebury College Press, 390p. 

ISBN 0937960004, LOC Cat #80083344, LC Call #QH105.A4 R38 1980, DDC 508.798/6. 
Overview of a little-noticed (prior to the 2010s mineral boom) wilderness corner of interior Alaska. Illustrations and 
maps; chapters on geology, geomorphology, soils, floristics, vegetation, mammals, birds, insects, ecosystems, 
resources and management. 

Unified Ecoregions of Alaska: 1995, 1996, 2001 
http://agdc.usgs.gov/data/usgs/erosafo/ecoreg/index.html 
and/or:
http://agdc.usgs.gov/data/projects/fhm/#H
Three of several small-scale (large area) classification mappings for AK. GIS data and/or texts. See also below.
This ecoregion map is an attempt to combine the Bailey and Omernik approaches to ecoregion mapping in Alaska. 
The ecoregions were developed cooperatively by the USFS, NPS, USGS, The Nature Conservancy and many 
personnel from many other agencies and private companies. 

Gallant, A. L.; Binnian, E. F.; Omernik, J. M.; Shasby, M. B. (1995). Ecoregions of Alaska.
USGS Professional Paper 1567, 73p. 

http://pubs.er.usgs.gov/publication/pp1567
The 1995 classification of the above. The book describes 20 ecological regions and includes a folded, color-coded 
map that shows them. The map legend summarizes the characteristics of each region and has 41 color photographs
of representative sites. The map and accompanying information should prove helpful in making practical decisions 
concerning land management planning and in determining the availability of natural resources.

Boggs, K., T.V. Boucher, T.T. Kuo, D. Fehringer, & S. Guyer (2012). Vegetation map and 
classification: Northern, Western and Interior Alaska. Anchorage, Alaska: Alaska Natural Heritage 
Program, University of Alaska Anchorage, 88p. 

Available pdf and geodata at: http://aknhp.uaa.alaska.edu/ecology/vegetation-map-and-classification-northern-
western-and-interior-alaska/ 
Developed from various older larger scale (smaller area) classifications. 

Smith, C. a. S. (Editor); Meikle, J. C. (Editor); Roots, C. F. (Editor) (2004). Ecoregions of the Yukon 
territory: Biophysical properties of Yukon landscapes. Summerland, BC: Agriculture (and agri-
food) Canada, 313p. 

ISBN 0660188287 includes map of ecoregions at 1:2,500,000 scale. Available as pdf from YT Government: 
http://www.env.gov.yk.ca/animals-habitat/documents/ecoregions_of_yukon_reduced.pdf 
and a similar map: http://www.environmentyukon.ca/maps/view/detail/1/7/70/

Scudder, G.G.E. (1997). Environment of the Yukon. pp. 13–57 in: H.V. Danks and J.A. Downes 
(Eds.), Insects of the Yukon. Biological Survey of Canada (Terrestrial Arthropods), Ottawa. 

Excellent, illustrated, and very applicable to interior Alaska. Available as pdf: 
http://www.biology.ualberta.ca/bsc/pdf/scudder.pdf 

Peepre, Juri (Editor) (2002). Yukon wild: natural regions of the Yukon, 2nd ed. CPAWS Yukon, 136p.
ISBN 0-9699219-3-4



2b. Anthropology, history, culture, etc.:

Nelson, Richard K. (1983). The Athabaskans: people of the boreal forest; Alaska Historical 
Commission studies in history ; no. 27. Fairbanks, Alaska: University of Alaska Museum, 69p. 

LC Call #E99.A86N34 1983

Nelson, Richard K. (1983). Make Prayers to the Raven: A Koyukon View of the Northern Forest. 
Chicago, Illinois: University of Chicago Press, 308p. 

ISBN 0226571637, LOC Cat #82008441, LC Call #E99.K79 N44 1983, DDC 304.2/09798 19. 
"Nelson spent a year among the Koyukon people of western Alaska, studying their intimate relationship with animals 
and the land. His chronicle of that visit represents a thorough and elegant account of the mystical connection 
between Native Americans and the natural world." - Outside
"This admirable reflection on the natural history of the Koyukon River drainage in Alaska is founded on knowledge 
the author gained as a student of the Koyukon culture, indigenous to that region. He presents these Athapascan 
views of the land - principally of its animals and Koyukon relationships with those creatures - together with a 
measured account of his own experiences and doubts. . . . For someone in search of a native American expression 
of 'ecology' and natural history, I can think of no better place to begin than with this work." - Barry Lopez, Orion 
Nature Quarterly
"Far from being a romantic attempt to pass on the spiritual lore of Native Americans for a quick fix by others, this is a
very serious ethnographic study of some Alaskan Indians in the Northern Forest area. . . . He has painstakingly 
regarded their views of earth, sky, water, mammals and every creeping thing that creepeth upon the earth. He does 
admire their love of nature and spirit. Those who see the world through his eyes using their eyes will likely come 
away with new respect for the boreal forest and those who live with it and in it, not against it." - The Christian Century
"In Make Prayers to the Raven Nelson reveals to us the Koyukon beliefs and attitudes toward the fauna that surround
them in their forested habitat close to the lower Yukon. . . . Nelson's presentation also gives rich insights into the 
Koyukon subsistence cycle through the year and into the hardships of life in this northern region. The book is written 
with both brain and heart. . . . This book represents a landmark: never before has the integration of American Indians 
with their environment been so well spelled out." - Ake Hultkrantz, Journal of Forest History.

Nelson, Richard K. (1973). Hunters of the Northern Forest - Designs for Survival Among the 
Alaskan Kutchin. Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 339p. 

(all his stuff is good; radio program downloads of his “Encounters” show of northern natural history topics are also 
available at: http://www.encountersnorth.org/)

O’Neill, Dan The firecracker boys St. Martin’s Press 1994 
(about crazy out of control ideas to use nuclear bombs to blast this and that in Alaska)

O'Neill, Dan T. The last giant of Beringia Westview 2004 
(about Dave Hopkins and development of Beringian biogeographical theories)

O'Neill, Dan (2006). A Land Gone Lonesome - An Inland Voyage along the Yukon River. NY: Basic
Books, 272p. 

ISBN 1582433445, LOC Cat #2006007323, LC Call #F912.Y9 O64 2006, DDC 917.986. In his square-sterned canoe, 
Fairbanks author Dan O'Neill set off down the majestic Yukon River, beginning at Dawson, Yukon Territory, site of the 
Klondike gold rush. The journey he makes to Circle City, Alaska, is more than a voyage into northern wilderness, it is 
an expedition into the history of the river and a record of the inimitable inhabitants of the region, historic and 
contemporary. A literary kin of John Muir's Travels in Alaska and John McPhee's Coming into the Country, A Land 
Gone Lonesome is the book on Alaska for the new century. Though he treks through a beautiful and hostile 
wilderness, the heart of O'Neill's story is his exploration of the lives of a few tough souls clinging to the old ways-
even as government policies are extinguishing their way of life. More than just colorful anachronisms, these 
wilderness dwellers-both men and women-are a living archive of North American pioneer values. As O'Neill 
encounters these natives, he finds himself drawn into the bare-knuckle melodrama of frontier life-and further back 
still into the very origins of the Yukon river world. With the rare perspective of an insider, O'Neill here gives us an 
intelligent, lyrical-and ultimately, probably the last-portrait of the river people along the upper Yukon.



De Laguna, Frederica (2000). Travels among the Dena: exploring Alaska's Yukon Valley. Seattle, 
Washington: University of Washington Press, 369p.

ISBN 0 295 97902 x LOC Cat # 99054538 LC Call # F912.Y9D43 2000 DDC 917.98/6 21. This robust & engaging 
travel narrative re-creates a remarkable adventure in the summer of 1935, when the author, then in her twenties, led a
party of three other scientists on a geological & archaeological expedition down the rivers of the middle & lower 
Yukon valley--home of the Dena Indians, making a geological and archaeological reconnaissance. This work--based 
on her field notes, journals, and letters home as well as excerpts from reports of earlier explorers and supplemental 
data published after the trip--is part travel narrative and part scientific observation.  The result is a fascinating and 
informative cross-cut of historical events along the Yukon River and its tributaries. Travels Among the Dena chronicles
the expedition from its outfitting in Seattle and the trip by steamer and railway to Fairbanks and Nenana, through an 
80-day journey on skiffs down the Tanana and Yukon rivers to Holy Cross near the coast, with side trips on the 
Koyukuk, Khotol, and Innoko rivers, before a one-day return flight to Fairbanks with pioneer bush pilot Noel Wien. 
Maps illustrate the route take downriver, and the author's photographs capture images of the time. The resulting 
volume is both a delightful addition to the literature of travel adventure in Alaska and an important contribution to the 
discipline of anthropology. De Laguna (a student of Franz Boas who retired from teaching anthropology at Bryn 
Mawr College in the 1970s) chronicles the expedition from its outfitting in Seattle, along the trip by steamer and 
railway to interior Alaska, and through the 80-day journey downriver by skiff. Sprinkled with photos from the trip as 
well as maps, drawings, and images of artifacts collected along the way. 

Sherry, Erin; Vuntut Gwichin First Nation (1999). The land still speaks - Gwitchin words about life 
in Dempster country. Old Crow YT: Vuntut Gwichin First Nation, 322p. 

ISBN 0-9683725-1-1 Keywords: Geography, cultural; Geography, economic; Geography; Culture; Cultural change; 
Anthropology; Customs, habits, etc.; Ethnobotany and human uses of plants; Natural history; Vuntut Gwichin First 
Nation; Botany/Plants; Ecology; Conservation; Heritage management; Folklore; Arctic/Antarctic/Polar regions; Boreal 
forest/taiga; Yukon; Canada.  

Andre, Alestine; Fehr, Alan (2002). Gwich'in ethnobotany - plants used by the Gwich'in for food, 
medicine, shelter, and tools: Covers the Gwich'in Settlement Region in the Northwest Territories and
Yukon Territory. Gwich'in Social and Cultural Inst. - Aurora Res. I (2nd ed.), 68p. 

ISBN 1-896337-09-0

 

2d. Animals:

Pruitt, William O. (1967). Animals of the north. New York : Harper & Row, 173p. 
Later published as Wild harmony. New York, NY: Nick Lyons Books, 189p. 
Excellent information on animals and their interaction and influence on the boreal landscape. 

Halfpenny, James C.; Telander, Todd (Illustrations) (2007). Scats and Tracks of Alaska, Including 
the Yukon and British Columbia: A Field Guide to the Signs of of Sixty-Nine Wildlife Species. 
Guilford, Connecticut: Falcon Press, 146p. 

ISBN 0762742305, LOC Cat #2006026129, LC Call #QL768 .H352 2006, DDC 596.09798

Youngman, Phillip M. (Henny) (1975). Mammals of the Yukon Territory: Publications in Zoology #10. 
Ottawa, Ontario: National Museums of Canada, 192pp.  

Summary. This primarily taxonomic study of the 64 species of Recent mammals recorded from the Yukon Territory of 
Canada attempts to discover the proximate origins of terrestrial species in the northwestern Arctic and Subarctic. 
Ecological data are included for some species, and distributional maps are provided for all native terrestrial species.
Sixty per cent of the Yukon and Alaskan terrestrial mammals originated in the main unglaciated portion of North 
America to the south of the main continental glaciers, and 35 per cent of the fauna in the unglaciated region in 
Siberia, Alaska, the Yukon and the Northwest Territories known as « Beringia ». The remainder are thought to have 
been derived from other small refufia, or are introduced species. 7 illustrations; 60 maps.

Various authors, dates, and paginations. Alaska Wildlife Notebook.  Alaska Department of Fish and 
Game. The 2008 version was 296p. 

1-3p. Summaries of various AK animals – marine, terrestrial, birds, etc. Good overviews, sketches, etc. by various 



authors; my standard short reference. Alas, no maps. Pdfs of individual animals here: 
http://www.adfg.alaska.gov/index.cfm?adfg=educators.notebookseries

Mech, L. David (1998). The wolves of Denali. Minneapolis, Minnesota: University of Minnesota Press,
227p. 

ISBN 0816629587, LOC Cat #97034687, LC Call #QL737.C22W648 1998, DDC 599.773'09798'3—dc21. 
Useful for general ecology of interior AK wolves.  
Denali National Park contains among the world's least disturbed mainland wolf population. Although research on the
wolves dates back to the 1940s, no comprehensive, long-term study was undertaken until 1986 when Mech, a world-
renowned wolf expert, led a team of biologists in a nine-year study of the wolves and their prey. This book covers all 
aspects of wolf ecology, including natural history, pack organization and function, and the wolves' special 
relationship with Denali's caribou herds. The meshing of a concurrent longitudinal study of the park's caribou with 
the wolf research lends added value. The writing is clear, the chapters are well organized, and the book is replete 
with photographs (including 16 color plates). Ample complement of statistics, graphs, and tables. 

Sherwonit, Bill (1988). Alaska's bears: grizzlies, black bears, and polar bears.
Anchorage, Alaska: Alaska Northwest Pub. Co., 94p. 

ISBN 0882404997, LOC Cat #97044559, LC Call #QL737.C27S5 1998, DDC 599.78/09798 21 Alaska's Bears is a 
pocket-sized guidebook to bears of Alaska and also provides entertaining armchair reading when not in bear country. 
Features distinctive full-color photos of Alaska's bears and helpful information on visiting the state's bear-viewing 
sites.

Heinrich, Bernd (2000). Mind of the Raven: Investigations and Adventures with Wolf-Birds Ecco, 
381p. 

ISBN 0060930632, LC Call #QL696.P2367H445 1999, DDC 598.8'64—dc21

Heinrich, Bernd (1989). Ravens in Winter. New York, NY: Summit Books, 379p. 
ISBN 0671678094, LOC Cat #89030454, LC Call #QL696.P2367 H45 1989, DDC 598.8/64. 
Though more emphasis on the ravens of northern New England, these two books provide a lot of interesting insight to
these greatest and most intelligent and interesting of interior Alaskan birds. See also:

 Marzluff, John M. & Angell, Tony (2007). In the Company of Crows and Ravens. New Haven, CT: 
Yale University Press, 408p. 

ISBN 9780300122558, LOC Cat #2005007008, LC Call #QL696.P2367 M358 2005, DDC 598.8/64 22. 
Historically feared, hunted and otherwise maligned, corvids (crows, ravens and the like) have finally found in the 
coauthors two champions of their cause. Professor Marzluff and artist and writer Angell, in their decades of 
observing crows and ravens (Angell's illustrations complement the text), have compiled an eye-popping catalogue 
of crow feats: Japanese carrion crows use moving cars as nutcrackers; Seattle crows, after being trapped by the 
authors, have learned to avoid them, even in the midst of thousands of UW-students; and, given the choice between 
french fries in a plain bag or a McDonald's bag, crows choose the branded bag every time. Marzluff and Angell 
entertain with these stories, but find less success with their arguments that no other animal has been as influential to
human culture, and the two species have been for centuries involved in a "cultural coevolution." In essence, shifts in
our culture cause crows to adapt, and in response, our culture responds, ad infinitum. They provide a litany of 
examples of crow influences on human culture (think Counting Crows, cave art and doctors dressed up as crows 
during the Black Death) and point to the similarities between human and crow cultures (particularly that of social 
learning) as evidence for the book's unofficial maxim: "to know the crow is to know ourselves." While the claims 
made here may over-reach, Marzluff and Angell passionately argue crows' importance, and along the way, provide 
ample evidence of corvid ingenuity. 



2c. Misc. AK ecology etc., 'popular' literature, travel guides, etc.:

Korling, Torkel (Author & photographs) & Voss, Edward Groesbeck (Contributing author) (1973). 
Boreal forest and borders. Dundee, Illinois: Self-published, 71pp. 

LOC Cat #72091541 LC Call #QK938.F6 DDC 581.5/264

Lynch, Wayne (2001). Great Northern Kingdom; Life in the Boreal Forest. Markham, Ontario: 
Fitzhenry and Whiteside, 160p. 

ISBN 1550416170, DDC 508. Primarily photographs with narrative text. Excellent, and can be had cheaply second-
hand. Noted science writer, naturalist, and wildlife photographer Wayne Lynch examines the animals and plants of 
this mighty forest as the seasons unfold. Through the raging wildfires of spring and summer and into the long, frigid 
months of a northern winter, the boreal forest teams with life.  Wayne Lynch explores the life-cycles of the mammals, 
birds, frogs, and flowers that have adapted to the demanding climate of this vast forest. In the entertaining, 
informative prose that has become his trademark style, Lynch offers detailed information about the flora and fauna, 
beautiful colour photographs, environmental issues, and recent scientific discoveries in a fascinating and accessible
book.

Pielou, E. C. (1994). A naturalist's guide to the Arctic. Chicago, Illinois University of Chicago Press, 
327p. 

ISBN 0-226-66814-2 LC Call # QH84.1.P54 1994 DDC 508.98—dc20

Pielou, E. C. (Author & Illustrator) (1991). After the Ice Age - the return of life to glaciated North 
America. Chicago, Illinois: University of Chicago Press, 366p.

ISBN 0226668118, LOC Cat #90011024 LC Call #QE721.2.P24 P54 1991, DDC 560/.178 20 

Pielou, a well-known ecologist and author of The World of Northern Evergreens, tells the story of the melting of the 
glacial ice, the resulting formation of features such as the Great Lakes, and the movement of plants and animals in 
response to these changes. This nicely written narrative weaves together information from several scientific fields, 
providing the reader with the big picture. A good book for the layperson, it should appeal to those who enjoyed R. 
Dale Guthrie's Frozen Fauna of the Mammoth Steppe (Univ. of Chicago Pr., 1990). Recommended 

 
Young, Steven B. (1989). To the Arctic: an introduction to the far northern world. New York, etc.: 
Wiley Science Editions, 354p. 

ISBN 0-471-62082-3, LOC Cat # 88017423, LC Call # QH84.1.Y68 1988, DDC 508.311/3 19
An engaging and informative guide to the natural history of the Arctic region. Details the history, flora and fauna, 
geology, and importance of the far northern world. Covers such topics as the ice ages, glaciers and other geologic 
formations, weather, birds and animals of the tundra, the great northern forests, and man's arctic explorations. 
Illustrated.

Davis, Neil (1982). Alaska science nuggets. Fairbanks, Alaska: University of Alaska Press, 233p. 
ISBN 0-912006-38-2, LOC Cat # 82080679, LC Call # Q158.5 .A43 1982, DDC 500. Do iceworms eat ice? Can you 
hear the aurora? How does mosquito repellent work? Why are Alaskan volcanoes evenly spaced along the coast? Is
it possible for hot water to freeze faster than cold water? Where are Alaska's more than 125 hot springs? Why are 
northern twilights so long? Do glaciers slide or do they flow? Why do snowflakes flutter as they fall? In Alaska 
Science Nuggets, Neil Davis answers these and many other intriguing questions in the entertaining and informative 
style that make him one of Alaska's favorite science writers. This compendium of nearly 400 articles, including 
articles by other contributors to a science column carried by various Alaska newspapers, discuss phenomena from 
the Northern Lights, permafrost, glaciers, meteorology, volcanoes, and earthquakes, to archaeology, Alaskan plants, 
mammoths, early humans, northern living, and more. Tourists and old-time Alaskans alike have made this much-loved
book a bestseller for years. Alaska Science Nuggets is a great reference or gift for anyone interested in the 
phenomenal natural history of the North.

Smith, Ronald L. (2008). Interior & Northern Alaska - A Natural History. Self-published, 
(newer but more general, but can be got very cheaply used)

Schofield, Janice J. (1989). Discovering Wild Plants. Alaska Northwest Pub. Co. 
ISBN 0-88240-369-9, LOC Cat #89006583, LC Call #QK98.4.N67 S36 1989, DDC 580. A good info on plants to eat, 



to make stuff with, etc. Stronger on S. AK than interior. Big, nice photos. Botanical descriptions, New and Old World 
folk history, harvest and habitat information, and recipes. Arranged by habitat (bog, beach...). Covers 149 plants 
native to Alaska, western Canada, Washington, Oregon, and northern California. Illustrated with appx. 200 good color 
plates, and dozens of excellent line drawings by Richard W. Tyler.

Rhode, Elaine (2003). National wildlife refuges of Alaska - wild wonders, wild lands. Alaska 
Natural History Association 

(overview, picture book, not big but worth it if cheapish)

Locke, Sarah; Aasman Design (Designer) (2000). Yukon's Tombstone Range and Blackstone 
Uplands: A traveller's guide. CPAWS Yukon, 132p. 

ISBN 0969921926 Intended for both hikers and highway travelers, this guidebook celebrates the unique natural 
history and cultural importance of this striking landscape - a place of sheer rugged mountains and wide-open 
sweeps of sub-arctic tundra. The guidebook is richly illustrated with 16 colour plates, hand-drawn illustrations of 
flora, fauna and fossils, and dozens of black and white photographs. Three colour maps show backcountry routes as 
well as points of interest along the Dempster Highway. Keywords Yukon; Mountains; Description and travel; 
Dempster Highway; Protected areas; Natural history

Molvar, Erik (2005). Scenic driving: Alaska and the Yukon, 2nd ed. Guilford, Connecticut: Globe 
Pequot, 336p. 

ISBN 0762736348, LOC Cat #2005041930, LC Call #F902.3 .M65 2005, DDC 917.980452 22. General info on 
possible road trips from Fbx and around Alaska. 

Pedersen, Gunnar The Highway Angler IV Fishing Alaska Publications 2003 
(or whatever edition or title it is now – fishing)

Joly, Kyle (2007). Outside in the interior – an adventure guide for central Alaska. Fairbanks, UA 
Press, 242p. 

General guidebook for hiking, river trips, skiing, etc. in areas of interior AK, written by local NPS ecologist. Decent 
maps, etc. You can also just go in any direction and find good spots for all that on your own!

The Milepost
various editions. Good for road trip to Alaska – any edition last 5 or 10 years is good enough, assuming you’re not 
coming here to buy expensive corporate tours, cruises, and motel rooms, in which case you’d want more recent ads...

2e: General 'keywords' important in interior AK vegetation: 

Fire, permafrost, slope/aspect/elevation, tussock tundra, dwarf shrubs, floodplain succession, 
solifluction, Aufeis, thermal inversion, moose & hare browse, circumboreal spp., Salix, Carex, 
Eriophorum, Vaccinium!

2f. Other lists of AK botany books:

Taxomonic (sic!) and Related References Useful for Alaska's Vascular Flora:
http://www.uaf.edu/museum/collections/herb/projects/reports/taxrefs/

Toolik-Arctic Geobotanical Atlas Bibliography 
(a UAF project of their biological station in the Brooks Range; some useful refs and articles): 
http://www.arcticatlas.org/biblio/

Books Our Botanists Use USFS AK; 



weighted toward  southern AK, where the two NFs are): http://www.fs.fed.us/wildflowers/features/books/akbooks.shtml

Alaska Native Plant Society-Guides to Alaska Flora:
http://aknps.org/Pages/Bibliography.php

General References, E-Flora BC and Books: field guides, and more... 
Some AK and northern refs: 
http://linnet.geog.ubc.ca/Atlas/References.aspx?family=General
and
http://www.geog.ubc.ca/biodiversity/eflora/BooksandFieldGuides.html

Handy References for Alaska’s Native Flora, Compiled by Carolyn Parker
(of the UAF Herbarium; our best interior botanist): www.interiormastergardeners.org/PDFs-MGConf2011/Ak-FloraRefs.pdf

3. Geology, permafrost, climate, physical geography:

Pewe, Troy L. Quaternary geology of Alaska - a study of the glacial, periglacial, eolian, fluvial, 
lacustrine, marine, and volcanic deposits of quaternary age... US Geological Survey 1975. 

Can be got pdf: http://pubs.er.usgs.gov/publication/pp835

Davis, Neil (2001). Permafrost - a guide to frozen ground in transition Fairbanks: University of 
Alaska Press 

Brown, Roger James Evan (1970). Permafrost in Canada - its influence on northern development. 
Toronto, Ontario: University of Toronto Press, 234p. 

ISBN 0802016022, LOC Cat #70464841, LC Call #TA713.B76, DDC 624/.151 This work attempts to survey the major 
scientific and engineering aspects of permafrost: its definition, origin, and occurrence, the climate and terrain of 
permafrost areas, economics and historical considerations, problems of building and transportation on permafrost, 
and its effect on mining and agriculture. Useful for understanding the nature of permafrost and its influence on the 
northern landscape. 1.Nature of permafrost 2.Engineering considerations 3.Development of permafrost 
investigations and northern settlement 4.Buildings 5.Services 6.Transportation. 7.Mining and oil production 
8.Agriculture 9.Conclusion.

Carter, L. David (Editor); Hamilton, Thomas D. (Editor); Galloway, John P. (Editor) (1989). Late 
Cenezoic history of the interior basins of Alaska and the Yukon: Proceedings of a cooperative 
workshop between earth scientists from Canada and the United States od America, Anchorage, AK, 
February 1987; US Geological Survey Circular 1026. Washington, DC: US Geological Survey, 114p. 

LC Call # QE696.L286 1989 DDC 551.7'9—dc20

Sabina, Ann P. (1992). Rocks and minerals for the collector - The Alaska Highway; Dawson Creek,
British Columbia to Yukon/Alaska border: Miscellaneous Report 50 Ottawa, Ontario: Energy, Mines 
and Resources Canada, 129p. 

ISBN 0-660-14420-4 LOC Cat # 93226092 LC Call # QE185.A44 no. 50; Alternative class.: QE446.B72 DDC 557.1 s 
552.09711 20 Summary in French. One map on folded leaf in pocket: "Map 8. Klondike gold fields 1900, Yukon 
Territory." Includes bibliographical references (p. 104-110) and index. Keywords Geology; Rocks & minerals; Mining 
and minerals; History; Alaska Highway; British Columbia; Yukon; Canada; Guidebooks

Hopkins, David M. (Editor) (1967). The Bering Land Bridge. Stanford, California: Stanford University 
Press, 495p. 

LOC Cat #67013658, LC Call #QE70.H6, DDC 557.98. Based on a symposium held at the VII Congress of the 
International Association for Quaternary Research, Boulder, Colorado, August 30-September 5, 1965. Includes 
bibliographies. Geology, oceanography, paleontology, plant geography, & anthropology focus on the problems & 
lessons of Beringia region, Alaska/Russia. 



Connor, Cathy; O';Haire, Daniel (1988). Roadside geology of Alaska. Missoula, Montana: Mountain 
Press, 250p. 

ISBN 0878422137 LOC Cat #88001651, LC Call #QE83.C74 1988, DDC 557.98. Unraveling Alaska's complex and 
fragmented geologic history would have baffled Sherlock Holmes. Alaska is a mosaic patchwork, a collage of 
continental scraps swept in from the Pacific and added, one after the other, onto the far northwest corner of the 
continent. Here are the rocky foundations of Alaska, every bit as exotic as the landscape they support, just as varied 
and vital as the people who live in that landscape. Due to the rugged terrain and limited road access, this is not just 
a "roadside" book--it describes the geology of southeast Alaska as one might see it from the observation lounge of 
one of Alaska's comfortable ferries traveling the marine highway.

Williams, Howel (Editor) (1958). Landscapes of Alaska: their geologic evolution. Berkeley, 
California: University of California Press, 148p. 

LOC Cat #58008655, LC Call #GV54.A4A52 pt. 4, vol. 1, DDC 557.98. prepared by members of the United States 
Geological Survey, edited by Howel Williams. Description: xii, 148 p. illus., 23 plates. fold. maps (part col.) tables. 26 
cm. Subjects: Geology--Alaska. Alaska--Description and travel. Series: Geology and geography of the National Park 
Service’s recreation survey of Alaska, pt. 4, v. 1 U.S. National Park Service. Alaska recreation survey. pt. 4, v. 1 
Excellent interpretation of physical landscape evolution in AK. 

Elias, Scott A. (1995). The Ice Age History of Alaskan National Parks. Smithsonian Institution, 150p.
ISBN 1560984244, LC Call #E78.A3E45 1995, DDC 560'.45'09798--DC20. Focusing on more than 30,000 years of 
Alaskan prehistory, The Ice-Age History of Alaskan National Parks describes the geology, climate, ancient plant and 
animal life, and human presence in four of Alaska's national parks and preserves - Denali, Kenai Fjords, Glacier Bay, 
and Bering Land Bridge. Scott A. Elias uncovers a time when glaciers shaped the landscape, gouging out valleys, 
carving cirques and peaks, and leaving moraines that blocked rivers and formed lakes. Using fossils as "witnesses" 
of past environments, he recreates the bogs and steppe tundra where caribou, moose, saber-toothed cats, and 
mammoths reigned 35,000 years ago. This guidebook presents a unique perspective for the modern traveler. Geared
toward the general reader, it is the first in a series that will also survey the prehistory of the Rocky Mountain and 
Southwest national parks. 
Good brief overview of quaternary features of several areas of Alaska. 

Alexander, Earl B. (Editor); Coleman, Robert G. (Editor); Keeler-Wolf, Todd (Editor); Harrison, 
Susan P. (Editor) (2007). Serpentine Geoecology of Western North America - Geology, Soils, 
and Vegetation. New York, NY: Oxford university press, 512p. 
ISBN 019516508X, LOC Cat #2005034397, LC Call #QE462.U4 S47 2007, DDC 581.7/2 This book is about geology, 
soils, and plant communities in serpentine landscapes of western North America. Aspects of the interaction of 
geology and soils reveal a fascinating symbiosis relating the structure, composition, and distribution of plant 
communities. Readership: University-level researchers interested in the plant-soil-geology connection. Graduate 
students in environmental sciences and geoecology. Includes sections on interior Alaska serpentine formations. 
There’s some serpentine rock areas in interior AK. 

4. Misc:

A Handbook for Collecting Vegetation Plot Data in Minnesota: The Relevé Method
(excellent overview of relevé methodology):
http://www.dnr.state.mn.us/eco/mcbs/vegetation_sampling.html

Arctos 
(UAF herbarium and other; search - useful to see plant scans, distro maps, etc.; very useful and maybe the best in the 
country (world?) Extreeeemely useful!: http://arctos.database.museum/SpecimenSearch.cfm

UAF Herbarium:
http://www.uaf.edu/museum/collections/herb/



Alaska Natural Heritage Program (some AK regional floras and so forth):
http://aknhp.uaa.alaska.edu/

2012 AK Sedge Identification Workshop (Tony Reznicek, with key and presentation):
http://susanklein.biz/workshops.html

BIOL 488/688, Arctic Vegetation Ecology: Geobotany 
A class at UAF; good teacher and references on website incl plant info; see rest of geobotany center website for more!
http://www.geobotany.uaf.edu/teaching/biol488/
See esp. from the above: Plant List: Common plants of the Alaska boreal forest and tundra (good reference material 
incl bryos and lichens to start to know some of the spp.: http://www.geobotany.uaf.edu/teaching/biol488/allplants.php

AkRarePlant-L -- Ak Rare Plant Discussion Group (you can search archives):
https://lists.alaska.edu/mailman/listinfo/akrareplant-l

Northwest Lichenologists:
www.nwlichens.org (very active in PNW and Alaska)

NPS Central AK I&M Network (they've done a lot of vegetation work, yopu can find some regional 
floristic info to interior AK of interest):

http://science.nature.nps.gov/im/units/cakn/index.cfm

Alaska Native Plant Society (mostly anchorage/Southcentral AK focused):
http://aknps.org/

5. A couple other websites (as if you can't find your own):

Wildflowers of Alaska's Circle Mining District (very pretty pictures from NE of Fairbanks)
http://www.cdhs.us/Flower%20Project/Flower%20Project%20Fset.htm

Photos of approximately 300 species (including non-flowering plants and fungi) mostly taken within 
40 miles of the town of Central, Alaska (a mysterious site with great photos of stuff we'll see all 
summer long - similar to, but different from, the above!)

http://www.alaskawildflowers.us/

Panarctic Flora (excellent):
http://nhm2.uio.no/paf/introduction

2010 Alaska Cell Friends of Pleistocene - Livengood to Manley Hot Springs (interior AK geology 
and landscape; 'twas a fun trip! excellent lit pdfs here esp. Mann:  Hillslopes, Forests, and Fires in 
Interior Alaska)

http://www.uaf.edu/aqc/friends-of-the-pleistocen/2010/

BLM>Alaska>Information>General Publications
http://www.blm.gov/ak/st/en/info/gen_pubs.html
some local floristic investigations; e.g. see:  Botanical Survey of Selected Sites in the White Mountains, 
http://www.blm.gov/pgdata/etc/medialib/blm/ak/aktest/tr.Par.11839.File.dat/TR53.PDF

Eagle Summit (pictures of a good botany spot we'll probably practice at, ~75mi NE of Fairbanks on 



the Steese Highway; a couple refs above in botany lit section):
http://frank.notfrank.com/Photos/photos-alaskah.html 

6. Used book meta-search sites and how to find obscure titles:

These two websites'll search all the used book lists on the web you'll likely ever come across (in English) so 
no need to look at amazon, abe, etc. one by one. I find a lot of obscure and/or very cheap things this way... Good to have 
your own copy of stuff to mark up, refer to in middle of night, etc. (but watch out for the 'print on demand' hucksters, which 
now flood these searches and are simply auto-generated queries of freely available web content – which may nonetheless 
be an easy way to get a printed copy of a pdf)

http://www.bookfinder.com 
http://used.addall.com/  (can also search new, and includes option to skip ‘print on demand’) 

Exceptions to the above: 
ebay and bulk-liquidators. The first is obvious. The second: there are now several for-profit companies selling books 
for libraries and library associations; this (unfortunately for the state of libraries) often includes formerly very 
expensive academic volumes being discarded from libraries but also many other books donated to raise money for 
libraries. I’m constantly surprised at the critical referenced being dumped en masse by academic libraries these days.
http://betterworldbooks.com is one; there are others. 
Results are flooded with ‘print on demand’ nonsense, so filter by price, used if possible, etc. Often very cheap, but 
these companies also tend to treat the books like money-making junk so count on some damage from being shipped 
in flimsy envelopes (ordering a dozen or so at once will necessitate them sending in a box, which may help, but 
there’s no way to specify). Book descriptions may be inaccurate, sometimes they send the wrong title, and 
communication to get details is usually impossible. Refunds easy enough if you get the wrong thing. Some but not all 
of the books are listed on various used lists, but prices may vary greatly even then, so look here also. Think of it as a 
big soulless robotic vending machine tended by illiterate prisoners. Still, I’ve gotten many hard to find things for 10-20 
times less than their value. Also a very cheap way to get fiction, poetry, etc.  

Don’t forget the libraries: UAF Rasmusen library in Fairbanks will have most of this and much more – probably  the best 
northern botany library in the country!

In Fairbanks, there's one used book store and one new & used with lots of Alaska stuff where some of the above may 
appear; Mac's Fireweed Books in Whitehorse (Yukon) is a great place as well. Also the Alaska Map Office at UAF sells 
topographic and many thematic maps, etc. including ecological classifications, as does the Alaska Division of Geological &
Geophysical Surveys in Fairbanks. 


